TouchSensor™ Technologies specializes in the research, development and manufacturing of innovative **human-machine interface** and fluid level solutions. We offer your business:

## Concept and Product Development

### Sensors
- Touch keypads
- Touch sliders
- Touch screens
- Fluid level sensing

### Lighting
- Dead-front
- Ring lighting
- Area lighting
- 7 segment displays

### Fascia
- Decorated glass
- IMD/IML plastic
- Metal

## Launch Execution & Supply Chain

Call TouchSensor today to learn more about the ways we can partner as **your product launch engine**™. We have more than 15 years of experience working with OEMs in the design, integration and manufacturing of the sensors, switches and consoles used as the input panels for home appliances, vending machines, exercise equipment, POS beverage dispensers and more.

Our expertise in human-machine interface and fluid level detection solutions helps our customers:
- accelerate product design and development cycles,
- reduce development and manufacturing costs,
- improve product quality and reliability, and
- reduce end-user lifetime cost of ownership.
TouchSensor™ designs, integrates and manufactures sensor and switch consoles for human-machine interface controls in consumer, commercial and industrial products. TouchSensor’s portfolio of proprietary technology and broad experience developing superior customer experience for OEMs distinguishes us from “build-to-print” contract manufacturers. For world-class product design, consider TouchSensor your product launch engine™.

**Design**
- Product & concept development
- Hi-res LCD touch screens
- Discrete single-point sensors
- Fluid level detection systems

**Integration**
- Decorative fascia and lighting
- Flat, convex or concave forms
- Glass, plastic or metal surfaces
- PCB design & software services

**Production**
- Auto-grade manufacturing
- LEAN environment
- UL certification
- Global sourcing expertise

**Launch**
- Supply chain management
- Excellent fulfillment metrics
- HMI design that delights your end-user customers

Call us or visit [TouchSensor.com](http://TouchSensor.com) to learn more today!
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